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ABSTRACT

Military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys in an EEZ are problematic and controversial issues. There are at least two reasons for this situation. Firstly, the unresolved territorial and maritime boundary disputes mean that jurisdiction over an EEZ may be unclear. States may conduct all kinds of military operations and marine research in areas that might be claimed by other states. Secondly, some of the key terms and key expressions to define and regulate these activities under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) are ambiguous. This creates opportunities for countries to interpret UNCLOS for their own interest. In the past few years, some actual incidents have shown conflicts of interest between different countries. This paper discusses the nature of these conflicts and the main concerns of the opposing parties.
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Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) regime in East Asian waters: Military and intelligence-gathering activities, Marine Scientific Research (MSR) and hydrographic surveys in an EEZ

Introduction

Seventy-one per cent of the world is covered by water. Ironically, prior to 1982, a country was only allowed control over three nautical miles of territorial sea. Since 1982, however, the width of territorial sea had been extended to 12 nautical miles. However, this was not enough for coastal states that have just begun to realize the significance of fishery resources and natural resources under the sea. The 1982 UNCLOS established the EEZ as a relevant regime extending to a maximum of 200 nautical miles from territorial sea baselines. This means that “added together with the territorial sea and the contiguous zone, the EEZ, if claimed by all eligible nations, will comprise about one-third of the world’s oceans”. Despite this, more disputes have emerged with the implementation of the EEZ regime. Due to the accelerating pace of globalization, commercial trade has increased tremendously. Together with the expanded requirement of military modernization to defend national interests, the sea itself has become a more dynamic arena. Consequently, with regard to the East Asian waters, there are three general kinds of marine disputes that have served as obstacles in the implementation of the EEZ regime in this area.

First, countries are claiming more offshore territories and resources. This can be seen from the territorial disputes in the East China Sea and the South China Sea, where abundant natural resources have been discovered. Such disputes have escalated
into confrontations between China and Japan in the East China Sea, and between China and some Southeast Asian countries in the South China Sea. Although some joint exploration programmes have been proposed, the disputes are far from being resolved, at least at the fundamental level.

Second, more conflicts have emerged over coastal jurisdiction and the implementation of the resulting EEZ regime, and from the exercise of the freedoms of navigation and overflight. As coastal states tend to be more concerned with their control of resources and their sovereign rights in accordance with their respective EEZs, more states have promulgated domestic laws to regulate the activities of foreign vessels in their EEZ. Therefore, some other countries, especially the United States, which “is the most adamant to defend the freedom of navigation due to its importance for military mobility”, feel unhappy that their freedom is being restricted.

Third, with regard to military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys in an EEZ, the situation has been complicated even further. Though the Law of the Sea clearly confirms that MSR should be regulated under coastal states’ consent regime, it does not provide any specific legal regimes for military activities and hydrographic surveys. Worse still, the law itself does not define any of the key terms, even the term “MSR”, which gives room for countries to express their different understandings. Some coastal states insist that without their consent, other countries do not have any right to access their EEZs to conduct research. On the other hand, some countries distinguish their military-related activities and hydrographic surveys from MSR. While MSR is regulated by the conventions, they consider military-related activities and hydrographic surveys within the coastal states’ EEZs as legal and are part of their freedoms of navigation and overflight in an EEZ.

---

5 See Article 246 (2) of UNCLOS, “Marine scientific research in the exclusive economic zone and on the continental shelf shall be conducted with the consent of the coastal State”.
This paper will focus on the implementation of the EEZ regime in relation to the conduct of military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys in East Asian waters. In relation to this, the paper is structured as follows. First, a background on the military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys in an EEZ will be provided, with emphasis on the conflicts of interpretation. Second, the perspectives of the major countries in East Asia, especially the United States and China will be reviewed to analyse their positions with respect to these issues. Third, actual incidents related to the implementation of the EEZ regime in the East Asian region will be cited. In addition, analysis will be provided to explain the concerns of the different countries involved. Finally, a future-oriented conclusion will be presented.

**Part I: Background of the military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR, hydrographic surveys in the EEZ and the ambiguous expressions of the law**

1. **Unclear EEZ boundaries in East Asia**

   Article 55 of UNCLOS defines the EEZ as:

   "an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea, subject to the special legal regime established in this Part, under which the rights and jurisdiction of the coastal State and the rights and freedoms of other States are governed by the relevant provisions of this Convention".\(^7\)

   In Article 57, the EEZ coverage is clearly limited and “shall not extend beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured”.\(^8\) However, the seas of East Asia are so problematic that many countries have overlapping EEZs, which are caused in some instances by the use of excessive territorial sea straight baselines. Some EEZs are relatively confined but countries continue contending for authorities over broader areas of waters. As a result, more conflicts have emerged over the undefined EEZs. These troublesome areas have

---

\(^7\) The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), Article 55.

become the arenas of conflict where the disputing countries compete in undertaking military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys. This is very notable in the rising conflict between Sino-Japanese relations over the East China Sea.

2. Rights and duties of the coastal and other states

According to Article 56, a coastal state has sovereign rights over resources and jurisdiction in respect to artificial islands; installations; MSR; and the preservation and protection of the marine environment. This indicates that the coastal state has the right to conduct MSR and has jurisdiction over research by other countries that launch MSR within their respective EEZs.

According to Article 58 (1), other states have certain rights referred to as freedoms in Article 87 (high seas freedoms of navigation and overflight and the laying of submarine cables and pipelines), and “other internationally lawful uses of the sea” related to those freedoms in this article. However, it is very difficult to identify activities which are within freedoms of “other internationally lawful uses of the sea” and which are not. In reality, it is still not clear whether activities involving weapons are included within those freedoms as countries’ attitudes towards these activities conducted within a coastal state’s EEZ are divergent.

With regard to their duties, Articles 56 and 58 state that both coastal states and other states shall have “due regard” to each other’s rights and duties. This means that the coastal states should not interfere with the freedom of other states’ navigation and overflight within their EEZs and other states should not hamper the rights and duties of the coastal state in their EEZs when exercising the freedom of navigation and overflight in and above EEZs.

However, the situation is more complicated than it seems, as conflicts emerged while coastal, as well as other states (especially the United States) express different

---

perspectives concerning the practice of the Law of the Sea with regard to military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys. These conflicts, especially those concerning military and intelligence-gathering activities and hydrographic surveys in an EEZ have remained and it is likely that these issues will not be resolved in the near future. “Part of the problem is that UNCLOS does not define key terms such as ‘military activity’, ‘MSR’ or ‘military survey’.”\footnote{Sam Bateman, “Clashes at sea: When Chinese vessels harass U.S. ships”, 13 March 2009, RSIS Commentaries.} Although UNCLOS has established a separate part to regulate MSR, we cannot find any definition about MSR. The definition of key terms is so essential that it determines whether these activities should be regulated by relevant provisions in UNCLOS as well as the scope of jurisdiction of coastal states and the freedom of other states. This opportunity has been seized by opposing parties who have different interpretations and contributed to the conflicts over activities such as military activities, military surveys, intelligence information collection, hydrographic surveys, etc.

The conflicts over hydrographic surveys have been revealed in the Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP) Memorandum No. 6:

“Different opinions exist as to whether coastal State jurisdiction extends to activities in the EEZ such as hydrographic surveying and collection of other marine environmental data that is not resource-related or is not done for scientific purposes. While UNCLOS has established a clear regime for maritime scientific research, there is no specific provision in UNCLOS for hydrographic surveying. Some coastal States require consent with respect to hydrographic surveys conducted in their EEZ by other States while it is the opinion of other States that hydrographic surveys can be conducted freely in the EEZ.”\footnote{“Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Memorandum 6: The practice of the law of the sea in the Asia-Pacific”, (Marine scientific research and hydrographic surveying), p. 3.}

Similarly, conflicts over military-related activities have occurred between coastal states and other states. The United States and its supporters regard:
“military surveying as similar to hydrographic surveying and thus part of the high seas freedoms of navigation and overflight and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to those freedoms, and conducted with due regard to the rights and duties of the coastal State.”

Some coastal states such as Bangladesh, Brazil, Cape Verde, Malaysia, Pakistan and Uruguay persist that other states should not conduct military exercises in or over their EEZs without their consent. Their major concern is that these activities are prejudicial to their national security and will undermine their marine resource sovereignty rights. Faced with the military modernization requirement, more countries have developed advanced military forces. Coastal states that do not have such sophisticated weapons and technologies tend to be sensitive to such activities as manifested by the desire to control their EEZs through the frequent patrolling of their respective zones. Moreover, they also view these activities as not being peaceful use of the seas. However, the U.S.-led states contend that their freedom extends to the conduct of military activities and should not be hampered by the “global EEZ enclosure movement”. Actual cases reveal that most of the time, coastal states have insisted that their sovereign rights have been hampered by the military activities or intelligence information-gathering activities carried out by the other states over their EEZs. On the other hand, the other parties argue that they are exercising their freedom of navigation and overflight. However, distinguishing the navigation and overflight freedoms from the military activities is a controversial issue. As such, the problems are far from being resolved.

Since a grey area has been caused by UNCLOS which has not mentioned military and intelligence-gathering activities and hydrographic surveys, there are discussions trying to clarify some controversial issues such as whether these activities should be governed by a consent regime and whether they are included within “other internationally lawful uses of the sea” since they are navigation-related. In order to facilitate the implementation of the EEZ regime in regional countries, the Ocean

---

14 Ibid, footnote, p. 3.
Policy Research Foundation in Tokyo published a text called “Guidelines for Navigation and Overflight in the Exclusive Economic Zone”. Though the text has no binding effect, it provides some principles which are aimed at creating some common understandings within this region. Referring to hydrographic surveys in the EEZs of coastal states, the text suggests that these activities should not be carried out without the consent of coastal states. As for military-related activities in the EEZs, the text proposes that the warships or aircraft that are going to undertake such activities should inform the coastal states in advance and if possible, invite observers from coastal states to witness their activities. This means that military activities are not subjected to coastal states’ consent while consent for hydrographic surveys is required. The reason why the text considers hydrographic surveys and military activities differently has been explained by Sam Bateman, who pointed out that military activities have essentially been regarded as part of the high sea freedom of navigation and overflight in this text while hydrographic surveys are of economic value to coastal states which should be regulated more strictly.

Part II: The perspectives of the major countries

Though the Cold War has ended, other traditional and non-traditional security issues have been challenging humanity every day. The “global war on terror” now has become the lexicon for many countries to stretch their powers to a wider area of the world. Other troubling elements, such as smuggling, piracy and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, have emerged as well. All these security issues have to some extent justified navies’ presence and operations at sea. The United States, China, Japan, India, the United Kingdom and some other major countries have become more active in participating in military activities and intelligence research, MSR and hydrographic surveys. However, divergent positions exist between these countries.

---


concerning all these activities within the EEZ waters. The major countries divided all concepts into three general categories of activities: military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys, albeit overlapping exists in their definitions. Based on these categories, attitudes are varied. Consequently, key issues are likely to be the causes of debates. One of these issues is the legality of conducting military and intelligence-gathering activities in or over other countries’ EEZs without prior consent of the coastal states. In relation to this, whether these activities should require consent from coastal states is another key issue. The third issue is concerned with distinguishing military and intelligence-gathering activities and hydrographic surveys from MSR and the related corresponding restrictions by the UNCLOS consent regime. Below, two contrary perspectives are presented to highlight the rising conflicts over these issues.

The U.S. perspective

As far as Asia-Pacific is concerned, all the countries are members of the 1982 UNCLOS, except for the United States, Thailand, Cambodia and North Korea. As the dominant sea power, the United States insists on its navigation and overflight freedom as well as unrestricted military activities and marine survey in other countries’ EEZs. Its activities are not effectively restricted by UNCLOS. “However, some jurisdictional claims have tended to develop at variance with the provisions of the Treaty. Regardless of whether the United States ever ratifies the treaty, it argues that many of its provisions have already become customary international law.”18

The United States insists upon at least two principles. First, military activities should be defined within navigation and overflight freedoms in an EEZ, and such freedoms should not be impeded by coastal states. Second, military activities and hydrographic surveys should be distinguished from MSR, thus they should not be regulated under the MSR consent regime.

With regard to the military and intelligence-gathering activities, the United States

---

insists on the mobility of its naval and air forces beyond its EEZ and continues to use the phrase “international waters”. The definition of “international waters” given by The Commander’s Handbook on the Law of Naval Operation is:

“For operational purposes, international waters include all ocean areas not subject to the territorial sovereignty of any nation. All waters seaward of the territorial sea are international waters in which the high seas freedoms of navigation and overflight are preserved to the international community. International waters include contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones, and high seas.”

The position of the United States regarding military activities, hydrographic surveys and MSR within coastal states’ EEZs has been expressed overtly in its report to the Senate by the Committee on Foreign Relations of the United States on 19 December 2007, in which some recommendations and comments regarding the resolution of ratification of the UNCLOS have been expressed. Though according to Article 309 and Article 310 of the UNCLOS the understandings and statements within this report do not have any legal effect, they at least contribute to our knowledge about U.S. interpretation of some of the key concepts in UNCLOS, inter alia, “military activities” and “MSR”, which is of significance to our understanding of U.S. policy orientation. With respect to the freedoms of navigation and overflight within EEZ, the fourth understanding of this report essentially expresses its interpretation of “other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to these freedoms” in UNCLOS Article (1) as follows:

“(A) All States enjoy high seas freedoms of navigation and overflight and all other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to these freedoms, including, inter alia, military activities, such as anchoring, launching and landing of aircraft and other military devices, launching and recovering water-borne craft, operating military

devices, intelligence collection, surveillance and reconnaissance activities, exercises, operations, and conducting military surveys; and (B) Coastal State actions pertaining to these freedoms and uses must be in accordance with the Convention.”

It implies that the United States considers the military activities as part of their navigation and overflight freedoms and such freedoms should not be obstructed by coastal states. This is one of the key differences between the United States and China in terms of the explanation of “other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to these freedoms” in Article 58 (1). The United States interprets them much more broadly and inclusively to its own favour, but China in a narrower and more exclusive way.

Further, in its fifth understanding, the United States asserts that

“‘Marine scientific research’ does not include, inter alia—

(A) prospecting and exploration of natural resources; (B) hydrographic surveys; (C) military activities, including military surveys; (D) environmental monitoring and assessment pursuant to Section 4 of Part XII; or (E) activities related to submerged wrecks or objects of an archaeological and historical nature.”

In this statement, the United States distinguishes military activities and hydrographic surveys from MSR, intending to exempt their military activities and hydrographic surveys conducted within other states’ EEZs from coastal states’ jurisdiction.

This means, as the United States has asserted, that these activities are not related to resource exploration and do not need consent from the coastal states. In addition, the United States claims that the results of the military and hydrographic surveys would not necessarily be published or released like scientific research.

21 Ibid, p. 21.
The Chinese perspective

China continues to argue that the freedoms of navigation and overflight in an EEZ should be qualified. It believes that the aforementioned activities are essentially forms of warfare, especially military-related activities which violate the “peaceful purpose” and threaten the coastal states’ security and their sovereign rights. Therefore, these should be strictly controlled by the coastal states.23

With regard to MSR, China’s principle is that these kinds of activities should be based on the respect for the sovereignty of the coastal states. Therefore, MSR should not be carried out without the prior consent or implied consent of the coastal states. As the largest developing country, China has contributed substantially to the regime of MSR in the 1982 UNCLOS through these formulations:

“The coastal States should have ‘exclusive jurisdiction’ in regard to marine scientific activities in their economic zones and that express consent should be obtained for such activities.”24

In addition, China considers that the research results should mutually benefit both parties; thus the coastal states should have equal rights to the results of a survey. Without the consent of the coastal states, such results cannot be published or released.

As to the hydrographic surveys, China and the other states “have specifically claimed that hydrographic surveys might only be conducted in their EEZs with their consent”.25 On 29 August 2002, China revised its Surveying and Mapping Law of the People’s Republic of China, Article 2 which states that:

“All surveying and mapping activities in the territorial air, land and waters of the People’s Republic of China, as well as other sea areas under its jurisdiction shall be conducted in

compliance with this Law.” 26

By using the term “all surveying and mapping activities”, this law has explicitly applied its legal effect to hydrographic surveys. Further, Article 7 of this law asserts that:

“Foreign organisations or individuals that wish to conduct surveying and mapping in the territorial air, land or waters, as well as other sea areas under the jurisdiction of the People’s Republic of China shall be subject to approval by the administrative department for surveying and mapping under the State Council and the competent department for surveying and mapping of the army, and they shall observe the provisions of relevant laws and administrative rules and regulations of the People’s Republic of China.” 27

Through this article, China established a consent regime over all of the surveying and mapping activities within its waters, and the term “other sea areas” implicitly means its inclusion of EEZ waters.

Furthermore, China’s EEZ and Continental Shelf Act of 1998 required foreign states to observe international law and the laws and regulations of the People’s Republic of China. 28 Although UNCLOS Article 58 (1) applies the high sea navigation and overflight freedoms to the EEZ, UNCLOS Article 58 (3) stresses that “states shall have due regard to the rights and duties of the coastal State and shall comply with the laws and regulations adopted by the coastal State in accordance with the provisions of this Convention and other rules of international law in so far as they are not incompatible with this part”. 29 Thus, China is concerned more about the Article 58 (3) of UNCLOS as limiting such freedoms and requires that the activities conducted within China’s EEZ by foreign countries should comply with China’s domestic law.

27 Ibid., Article 7.
Moreover, China has explicitly disagreed with the notion of “international waters”, which has been used by the United States. For the United States, it interprets the “international waters” as an area including the EEZs and high seas; whereas China considers the notion of “international waters” as a non-legal term as it is solely used by the United States rather than something to be addressed by the UNCLOS provisions.30

Basically, the United States and China’s conflict with each other over military and intelligence-gathering activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys in an EEZ, and eventually these fundamental conflicts have led to several incidents and confrontations in the past few years. Moreover, when observing all these incidents and confrontations between the United States and China, it will be easy to find that most of the incidents have taken place in the South China Sea, in areas that are claimed by China as EEZs but used routinely by the U.S. Navy. China is concerned that its national jurisdiction over parts of the South China Sea is increasingly challenged by the U.S. concern for the mobility of its navies and its status as the greatest maritime power in the world.

Recently, some scholars have suggested that, as a long-term interest, China should accept what the United States is doing in its EEZ now. As an emerging naval power, China will inevitably be a major player at the global levels to pursue its interests.31 In fact, it is believed that China has already undertaken many survey activities that are suspected as being military-related in the EEZs of Japan and other neighbouring countries. In the future, China definitely will engage in more survey activities in EEZs of other coastal states. This is essentially in the same way as what the United States has done to China in the past years.32

Currently China is actively participating in many global activities, especially issues related to maritime safety and security, such as combating piracy, protecting

31 This view has been expressed by Professor Robert Beckman who gave a presentation on the topic of “UNCLOS and the Maritime Security of China” in the conference of “China and East Asia Strategic Dynamics”. The conference was organised by S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS) on 11–12 March 2010.
the marine environment and some other traditional or non-traditional issues. Therefore, it is in China’s interest to give its priority to the freedom of navigation and overflight and to review its position on military and survey activities in the EEZs rather than keep its navy at bay. However, such a view is not favourable for China if we consider more about China’s grand strategy and its national interests under the current situation. For decades, the sovereignty issue is the top consideration of China’s elites. Together with its historic experience, which is called “centuries of humiliation”, China tends to be sensitive and conservative to protect its national unification and territorial integration. So far, China has at least two kinds of issues that remain unresolved—the Taiwan issue and maritime boundary disputes with Japan and a number of Southeast Asian countries. The building of a naval base in Hainan province and the presence of military forces around coastal areas are evidence of China’s concern with consolidating and defending its national interest. From China’s perspective, the United States is the greatest obstacle in the Taiwan issue through its continuing arms sales to Taiwan and its military alliance with Taiwan.

Moreover, the United States is the main factor for China to think twice over its South China Sea issue, regardless of the intention of the United States to get involved in this dispute. From this perspective, China’s stance over U.S. activities within its coastal areas is more easily understood. Allowing foreign access to its EEZs may compromise China’s military security, especially if foreign powers exploit this access to conduct intelligence-gathering activities. This is the reason why China condemned the United States for violating the principle of “peaceful uses of the seas”. Therefore, at least in the foreseeable future, China’s position over military activities, hydrographic surveys and MSR within coastal states’ EEZ is not going to change.

Part III: Incidents in East Asian waters: reasons and arguments

The major incidents in recent years include: the Impeccable incident between China and the United States in China’s EEZ; the collision between the U.S. Navy EP-3E ARIES II signals surveillance aircraft and a People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) J-8II interceptor fighter jet in Hainan within China’s EEZ; the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea’s (DPRK) “spy ships” in Japanese waters that resulted in Japanese military violence in the Chinese EEZ; and the China-Japan MSR in disputed waters—the Okinotori Islands dispute.

An examination of these cases will explore the reasons behind difficulties faced in achieving agreement in implementation of the EEZ regime in this region. The analysis will be based on three aspects: the differences in positions and interpretations of the relevant principles of UNCLOS, the unclear territorial delimitation as another factor of the conflict on military surveys and military activities and national interest as the root reason which guides the countries’ behaviours.

1. The Impeccable Incident

On 8 March 2009, a brief confrontation occurred between Chinese vessels and the USNS *Impeccable* in the South China Sea, which is about 75 miles (120 kilometres) south of the Hainan province of China. The Pentagon accused the Chinese vessels of harassing its country’s ship. It considers their presence in the South China Sea as exercising their freedom of navigation, and the subsequent Chinese behaviour as “reckless and dangerous manoeuvre”. However, the Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman, Ma Zhaoxa, countered that “the U.S. claims are gravely in contravention of the facts and confuse black and white, and they are totally unacceptable to China;” and the behaviour of the USNS *Impeccable* had violated the international law and threatened China’s national security. In the same period, similar incidents have been reported by the Pentagon, such as the ensuing tension between Chinese vessels and the USNS *Victorious* in the Yellow Sea on 4 March and 5 May 2009.

Many scholars who are interested in these incidents have expressed differing views about the nature of the incidents in China’s EEZ. The major concern is whether the activities of the *Impeccable* were indeed MSR-related. Some scholars considered

---


the activities to be different from MSR and believed that “the work by the *Impeccable* involved marine data collection for military purposes”. 36 Therefore, it should be defined as military-oriented activities and should not be restricted by the consent regime, which the MSR required. 37

However, other scholars such as Mark Valencia 38 and Ji Guoxing 39, stood by China’s position to argue on some aspects. First, the USNS *Impeccable*’s activities cannot be easily defined as MSR or military-oriented activities; therefore, these definitely should not be equated with navigational freedom. Second, the United States has been criticized due to its unwillingness to ratify UNCLOS; therefore, it “does not have much credibility interpreting it to its advantage”. 40 Third, what had been done within China’s EEZ is believed to be intelligence-gathering activities, which are often equated with espionage, and are certainly viewed as unfriendly acts. The real intention of the *Impeccable* has been identified as “probably tracking Chinese submarines” because of U.S. concerns about China’s Yulin submarine base (also known as Sanya submarine base) in Hainan. 41 Moreover, based on the missions that the *Impeccable* had undertaken, these were non-peaceful and thus violated the international law on the principle of “peaceful uses of the seas”. Finally, aside from China, there are quite a number of countries—including Brazil, India, Malaysia and Vietnam—that disagree with the U.S. concept of “international waters” and have therefore set appropriate restrictions against the U.S. activities.

Despite the differences in opinions, all the scholars are worried that the number of such incidents is likely to increase in the future due to the lack of trust and transparency in the China-U.S. relationship. 42 This is indeed the case as in May 2009 five similar confrontations have been recorded by the U.S. Defense Department. 43

40 Ibid 29.
41 Ibid 29.
42 Ibid. 29.
Most scholars believe that the best way to solve this problem is for both the U.S. and Chinese administrations to make some compromises to mitigate the tension. However, little progress has been achieved despite some effort made. In a dialogue which was held from 26 to 27 August 2009, China proposed that the United States should reduce and eventually end military surveillance by both aircraft and ships close to its shores after a series of territorial disputes earlier this year.\(^4^4\) However, given the growing profiles of China and the United States at sea, there is little possibility that both parties will make any concessions.

2. Hainan Island Incident: Collision between USN EP3 and a Chinese fighter

This is an earlier but similar incident to that involving the *Impeccable*. This is a collision between a U.S. EPS surveillance aircraft and China’s J-8II interceptor fighter jet. The incident occurred in China’s EEZ—70 miles (110 kilometres) south of the Hainan Island on 1 April 2001—and caused the death of a Chinese pilot. The EP-3 was forced to make an emergency landing in Hainan. After the event, both countries strongly defended themselves on various grounds. The United States asserted that its EP-3 was carrying on a routine reconnaissance mission off the coast of China and was exercising its overflight freedom over “international waters”. China, however, argued that such freedom is not absolute and defined the U.S. act as an illegal behaviour that violated international law. Furthermore, China demanded an official apology and called upon the United States to stop its frequent reconnaissance flights along its coast. The United States apologised but refused to stop flying over China’s EEZs and indeed its flights are continuing after the incident. In response to this incident, once again scholars held differing views.\(^4^5\)

Eight years later, the occurrence of the *Impeccable* incident at least explains to us that neither the United States nor China has changed their positions in this issue. Interestingly, both the *Impeccable* and Hainan Island incidents took place in the South China Sea, a volatile region claimed by China and five other competitors in Southeast

\(^{4^4}\) Ibid.  
Asia. This is because of the different understandings of the Law of the Sea; sovereignty sensitiveness and national interest are other factors impacting the maritime stability and resulted in quarrels while conducting activities within coastal states claimed as EEZs.

3. DPRK’s “spy ships” in Japanese waters

In December 2001, Japanese coast guard ships found an unidentified ship which resembled a fishing trawler in Japan’s EEZ. After the ship ignored their warnings, they pursued and fired at the unidentified 100-ton ship located in the East China Sea. After a fierce gun battle, the ship sank within China’s EEZ, taking 15 lives.\(^{46}\) Initially, 25 Japanese coastal guard vessels joined the chase. Finally, four ships cornered the suspected ship in China’s EEZ. More than 590 rounds of ammunition were fired by one of the closest Japanese vessels.\(^{47}\) According to Japanese officials, they began to suspect that the ship was a North Korean spy ship or a smuggling ship when it refused to stop after receiving warning messages from the Japanese Coast Guard. The Coast Guard ships were forced to resort to violence after the suspected ship ignored their warnings.\(^{48}\) This incident caused tension between Japan and DPRK, subsequently dragging China into yet another incident.

North Korea denounced Japan with angry remarks, calling it “a crime” that is “nothing but the brutal piracy and unpardonable terrorism of a modern brand that could be committed only by samurais of Japan in defiance of international laws”.\(^{49}\)

Japan’s concern was that the ship was detecting intelligence in its EEZ and should be expelled from its waters.\(^{50}\) The incident was further complicated with the


inclusion of China. Initially, the Japanese Coast Guard suspected that the ship was from China, as the ship was painted with Chinese characters and its crew waved red flags, which, at first glance, could be easily mistaken as Chinese flags. “Even when the pursuing coast guard vessels opened fire on the ship, they still thought the vessel was a Chinese fishing boat”.

Given the misunderstanding of the nationality of the ship, the intention of the Japanese pursuit was put into question. With the possible nationality of the ship identified, what was then the intention of the Japanese coast guards?

Although UNCLOS has granted the coastal states the rights to “board, inspect and arrest a foreign ship within its EEZ to ensure compliance with its laws and regulations … there is no Japanese domestic law allowing such use of force in its EEZ”. As indicated above, the number of vessels involved, along with the disastrous result, is incomparable in recent history. In other words, there was no right of such hot pursuit which could be conducted so violently into the EEZ of another country. Moreover, the legality of hot pursuit extended into a third state is disputable. Theoretically, the right of hot pursuit under UNCLOS Article 111 (3) is allowed to be conducted into the EEZ and even contiguous zone of the flag state or a third state as long as all the other conditions are met. But in reality, the current state practice is that many/most coastal states require prior notification and many/most foreign states provide prior notification as a sign of respect and in keeping with the principles of international law and “comity of nations”.

For China, its express concern was the violence of the pursuit which occurred in its EEZ. From its position, this incident put China in an unfavourable position because its coastal rights were not respected. This incident was further complicated because

---

53 Ibid.
54 The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), Article 111 (3) expresses that “The right of hot pursuit ceases as soon as the ship pursued enters the territorial sea of its own State or of a third State”.
55 Email dated 5 January 2010 from Dr. Maximo Q. Mejia Jr. who is Assistant Professor in Maritime Law and Policy at the World Maritime University (WMU).
of the overlapping EEZs. There is no clear EEZ boundary between Japan and China in
the East China Sea. The incident highlighted this sensitive issue. Both China and
Japan have contested for bigger marginal territories within the overlapped EEZ, and
so far the boundary issue is far from being resolved. According to Japanese statements,
they “recognize the median line between the Ryukyu Islands and the Chinese
mainland as a provisional EEZ boundary but China refuses to recognize this line, and
negotiations on the boundary are stalemated”. Therefore, the unclear boundary
resulted in ambiguous jurisdiction for both countries.

4. China-Japan MSR in disputed waters—the Okinotori Islands disputes

As mentioned above, China and Japan have overlapping claims and unresolved water
boundary issues in the East China Sea. In the past decade, China conducted some
MSR activities in what were considered as disputed waters in the East China Sea as
well as some other waters around the Asia-Pacific. As a result, the Sino-Japanese
official relations suffered a decline. “Tokyo alleged that China had unlawfully
incurred into Japan’s exclusive economic zone (EEZ), while Beijing indicated that
there were unsettled maritime boundaries.”

One of the most notable recent scenarios between China and Japan is the
Okinotori Islands dispute. The Okinotori Islands consist of two barren islets that are
located about 1,700 km. south of Tokyo, in the western Pacific area. The size of the
smaller islet is roughly equal to a twin bed, while the bigger one is merely as large as
a bedroom. In view of this, Japan claimed the 200-mile-EEZ surrounding these two
islands as part of their territory, effectively increasing Japan’s EEZ. Over the past two
decades, Japan had spent hundreds of millions of dollars to keep them above water.

One of the Japanese concerns is the strategic significance of these two islands
that are located between Taiwan and Guam, where a U.S. military base is located.

---

58 Steven Wei Su, “The Territorial Dispute over the Tiaoyu/Senkaku Islands: An Update”, Ocean Development &
59 Peter J Brown, “China all at sea over Japan island row”, Asia Times, 4 March 2010, available at:
More importantly, China’s vessels frequently conduct marine activities in this region, and this has aroused Japanese resentment. Therefore, the expanded EEZ brought about by these two islets will affirm the basis of Japan to exclude the entrance of Chinese vessels.

However, China challenged Japan’s position with the argument that the Okinotori Islands are merely “two rocks” and, according to UNCLOS Article 121, “rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own shall have no exclusive economic zone or continental shelf”. Moreover, China has long been sending their oceanographic vessels into the EEZ as claimed by Japan.

In the light of these events, together with some other territorial disputes, friction between China and Japan has become divisive over the years. In the past decade, however, both countries had agreed to negotiate, from which a series of frameworks had been conceived. One of these was the requirement of a prior notification for future MSRs in disputed waters and this resulted in an agreement between China and Japan on 13 February 2001. However, after April 2002, Japan had protested to China on various occasions because China’s frequent “incursions” had violated the agreement and hurt their relations. This is partly because “the 2001 notification agreement, a note verbale, sidesteps the issue noting that the agreement is binding in waters that are of ‘concern’ to the other party”. Therefore, much is left to be desired as both are not willing to compromise their fundamental interests.

Conclusion: The way forward

Overall, the situation in the East Asian waters remains problematic. First, different interpretations of the EEZ regime exist, especially on the issues of coastal state jurisdiction over military activities, MSR and hydrographic surveys, navigation and overflight freedoms. The distinction between these activities is often unclear and they...

---

are subject to different regimes. Second, the unclear EEZ boundary between some countries, especially China and Japan in the East China Sea and contenders in the South China Sea, makes jurisdiction over the EEZ more ambiguous. Furthermore, their contentions, as manifested either by aggressive military activities (violent or non-violent) make the security situation in the East Asian waters more unstable.

Solutions to these problems may not be possible for a long time. However, some principles should not be ignored as they may constitute positive factors to ease the tensions.

Firstly, coastal states should enhance the transparency of their national legislation. As some countries have ratified the conventions and have introduced their own domestic laws to regulate the activities of foreign vessels and aircrafts over their EEZs, these efforts will be better appreciated if their transparency is enhanced. This could be done by widely disseminating the related information.  

Secondly, dialogue and mutually acceptable resolutions or agreements are necessary. These can be achieved at the bilateral level and perhaps be expanded into the regional level if conditions are favourable. This can represent the best effort to forge a common interpretation of all the key principles, concepts and conventions.

However, one of the key points is the criterion for the definition of legal terms such as “due regard”, “peaceful purpose”, and especially the definitions of “MSR”, “military activities”, “hydrographic surveys” and other contentious terms. These terms should be clearly defined by all countries. This is the premise for any further negotiation. In the past few years, some research and academic institutions had tried to give us some definitions, such as the recommendations made by Ocean Policy Research Foundation of Japan. However, it is essentially important to promote them to a governmental level, to discuss them in a broader sense and eventually to reach a regional consensus.

---


Thirdly, a suggestion to ease tensions caused by frequent incidents at sea is to establish Incidents at Sea Agreement (INCSEA). A successful precedent has been provided by the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) through the agreement of “Prevention of Incidents On and Over the High Seas” in 1972.69 The U.S.-Soviet INCSEA has been proven to be a very effective instrument for tension mitigation and confidence building since the frequency of incidents at sea between the two powers have been well managed and the concept has been applied by many other countries such as agreements between German and Poland, Turkey and Greece, India and Pakistan, etc. But so far there is no such agreement signed between the United States and China. Though they have signed the Military Maritime Consultative Agreement (MMCA)70 in 1998, the MMCA has failed to prevent incidents such as the EP-3 incident and the Impeccable incident. And after the incidents, both accused each other for violation of the agreement but neither of them incurred any legal responsibilities. The MMCA has no binding effect since it merely produces a consultation mechanism for regular meetings rather than any concrete measures to prevent or respond to unexpected incidents. However, the MMCA could be a useful mechanism for further negotiations between China and the United States to reach a substantive and enduring agreement like INCSEA to deal with their conflicts at sea.

Finally, referring to the quarrels within disputed EEZ waters in East Asia, the best solution definitely lies on the settlement of the disputes. However, in the near future, the delimitation of all the unresolved boundaries, such as the straight-line maritime boundaries in the South China Sea, is highly unlikely. This is partly because the nature of maritime boundary making in this region is quite problematic. The geographic conditions in this region are complex with many littoral and adjacent countries around the same body of waters and the delimitation of even a single

boundary usually involves more than two countries.71 Furthermore, take the situation of bilateral boundaries in Southeast Asia as an example that “of the approximately 60 maritime boundaries required in the region, less than twenty per cent have so far been fully resolved”.72

What is even more complicated is that some multilateral maritime boundary disputes involve more contenders and each country uses various reasons to defend their own arguments. This can be exemplified by the South China Sea dispute, which is very tricky and countries seem to have no specific expectation on it concerning the settlement of boundary issues in the short term. Thus, perhaps one of the most effective ways for contentious countries to deal with their disorders and quarrels at sea under the current situation is to establish interim agreements between themselves pending their final resolution of the boundaries issues. However, in order to grant the interim agreements enough binding effect, all details should be discussed and clarified, such as the location of the disputed areas, the procedures to implement the agreement, the penalty for any contravention of the agreement, etc.

Another approach could be the functional approach—a cooperative mechanism requires claimants to shelve the territorial disputes first and to start with joint development and some other non-traditional security cooperation projects, which definitely can be applied to joint military exercises, MSR and hydrographic survey in disputed areas as well. “Unfortunately, support for a functional approach in the South China Sea has been largely rhetorical so far without any good practical examples of it having effect.”73 Therefore, it is imperative for regional countries to lay down more concrete measures for existing proposals as well as any new initiatives in the future.

71 Sam Bateman, “Conclusion: the prospects for a cooperative management regime”, edited by Sam Bateman and Ralf Emmers, Security and international politics in the South China Sea: towards a cooperative management regime, Routledge, 2009, p. 236. Maritime boundaries are required when two countries are either adjacent to each other on the same body of land (e.g. Indonesia, Brunei and Malaysia on the east coast of Borneo) or opposite each other (e.g. Indonesia and Malaysia near the Malacca Strait).
72 Sam Bateman, Joshua Ho, and Jane Chan, “Good order at sea in Southeast Asia”, S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS) policy paper, April 2009, p. 18.
73 Sam Bateman, Commentary on “Energy and Geopolitics in the South China Sea: Implication for ASEAN” by Michael Richardson, published in the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies Report No. 8, 2009, p. 44.
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